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INTRODUCTION
 .A notion of non-commutative regular graded algebra was introduced
w xin 2 , and a classification of the regular algebras of global dimension three
was begun. It was completed for algebras generated by degree one ele-
w xments in 4, 5 by using mainly geometric techniques}the key idea being
to associate certain graded modules to geometric data, such as ``point
modules'' to points, ``line modules'' to lines, etc. To further these tech-
w xniques Artin defined a notion of Proj A in 1 for a non-commutative
graded algebra A generated by degree one elements. Regular algebras of
global dimension four have not been classified because the problem is
much harder than for dimension three. Although several such examples
w xwere studied in 7]9, 11]13, 15, 16, 19]21 using similar geometric
w xtechniques to 4, 5 , it is still unknown which regular algebras of global
dimension four are generic or exceptional, nor the types of behaviour that
are to be expected. The purpose of this paper is to classify a certain class
of quadratic regular algebras of global dimension four.
Let S denote a twisted homogeneous coordinate ring of a nonsingular
3 w xquadric Q ; P corresponding to an automorphism t of Q 19, Section 3 .
Our interest is in algebras R such that Proj S ¨ Proj R}the objective
being to classify the quadratic regular algebras R of global dimension four
which map onto S via a graded degree zero homomorphism such that the
Hilbert series of R is the same as that of the polynomial ring on four
variables. We classify such R in Theorems 2.14 and 4.13 according to the
scheme P determined by the point modules of R also see Theorems 2.6
.and 2.9 and Propositions 2.7 and 2.10 .
w x w xIn 19, 21 examples are given of such algebras R. In 19 the span of the
defining relations of the algebras gives the bihomogeneous forms which
vanish on the graph of an automorphism s of Q j L where L is a line in
<general position and s s t . Many algebraic properties of those algebrasQ
 4depend on the geometric data Q j L, s ; in particular, the point modules
w xare parametrised by Q j L so, in the terminology of 8 , the ``point
w xvariety'' of such an algebra is Q j L. On the other hand, in 21 , t was
assumed to preserve the rulings on Q, and Schelter's program ``Affine''
was used to find quadratic regular algebras R whose defining relations
Ähave zero locus which contains Q. In this way, an algebra R was found
 .whose defining relations vanish on the graph G Q of t but the bihomoge-t
 .neous forms that vanish on G Q give the defining relations of S. Thist
behaviour differs from previously studied examples of quadratic regular
Äalgebras in that the geometric data associated to R determine S and not
Ä R. Indeed, it follows from Theorem 4.13 that corresponding to each S that
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 ..is, to each Q, t there is a one-parameter family of such regular algebras
Ä  .R up to isomorphism .
w xIn 16 Stafford undertook a similar project for the twisted homogeneous
coordinate ring B of an elliptic curve in P3 which is associated to the
w xSklyanin algebra of global dimension four 13, 6 ; that is, he classified all
the quadratic regular algebras of global dimension four which map onto B
 .via a regular normalizing sequence and have the same Hilbert series as
that of the polynomial ring on four variables. Stafford described the
algebras as being ``not determined by their geometric data,'' by which he
means the algebras are not determined by the ring B. However, the point
variety of his algebras was different from that of B, so in our terminology
 .Definition 1.13 his algebras are determined by their geometric data, by
 .which we mean their point variety or ``point scheme'' and corresponding
automorphism.
One of our main results is Theorem 1.10 which gives sufficient condi-
tions for the zero locus of the defining relations of a regular algebra of
global dimension four to be the graph of an automorphism. Virtually all of
the quadratic regular algebras studied to date satisfy those sufficient
conditions.
In our analysis it is important to distinguish between the scheme and the
w xvariety determined by the point modules; in 8 the latter is called the
``point variety'' but the former is used without name. In view of Theorem
 .1.10, we introduce the terminology ``point scheme'' P, s of a quadratic
regular algebra, where P is the scheme determined by the point modules
 .and s g Aut P is the shift functor on point modules. In our setting, the
 .point scheme P, s is determined by the zero locus of the defining
relations of R and splits the analysis of R into two cases: either R is
 .determined by its geometric data P, s , or it is not. In either case, Q ; P
<and s s t , but in the first case P / Q, whereas in the second, P s Q.Q
The first case is the simpler one since there the geometry is a major tool,
whereas the second case requires additional techniques since the point
scheme no longer encodes sufficient data on R.
The structure of the paper is as follows. There are four sections, the first
of which gives definitions and proves some general results including
Theorem 1.10 mentioned above. Section 2 focuses on the case P / Q
which corresponds to those R which are determined by their geometric
data, while Section 4 is devoted to the case P s Q which corresponds to
those R which are not determined by their geometric data. Section 3
introduces techniques to be used in Section 4, but applies to all P / P3.
 .Our approach to the case P s Q used in Sections 3, 4 , which uses the
w xKoszul duals of R and S, was motivated by Stafford's approach in 16 . We
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now give the strategy used in Sections 2, 4, while summarising differences
in the results describing the behaviour of R.
In Section 2 we first describe the schemes P that arise if P / Q, and
show in Proposition 2.7 that there are three kinds: either P s P3, or
P s Q j L where L o Q is a line that intersects Q at two points counted
.with multiplicity , or P is the quadric Q together with an embedded line
q .L ; Q of multiplicity two denoted P s Q j L }in the latter case, the
 .reduced variety of P is Q. For all such R, we have t g Aut R , and if
qP s Q j L or if P s Q j L, then there is a regular normalizing sequence
 .of degree one elements ¨ , ¨ such that L s V ¨ , ¨ . It follows that R is1 2 1 2
 .a twist by t of a regular algebra that maps onto the commutative
 .homogeneous coordinate ring of Q Theorem 2.6 and that R is a twist of
a regular, central extension of a regular algebra of global dimension three
 .Theorem 2.9 . We classify such R in Theorem 2.14; if P s Q j L, then R
qbelongs to a three-parameter family, whereas if P s Q j L, then R
 .belongs to at most a five parameter family up to isomorphism . Examples
w xof such R where Q l L consists of two distinct points are analysed in 19 ,
qand examples where P s Q j L or where P s Q j L with L tangential
w xto Q are given in 21 . Such algebras include some examples from quantum
 .groups such as the coordinate ring of quantum 2 = 2 matrices which are
discussed in Example 2.8.
We consider only the case P s Q in Section 4. Subsection 4.1 demon-
strates that a procedure similar to that used in Section 2 to classify R fails
 .if P s Q; in fact, in contrast to Section 2, we have t f Aut R , there are
no normal elements of degree one, and R is not a twist of a regular central
extension of a regular algebra of global dimension three. The purpose of
Subsection 4.2 is to give necessary conditions on t , so that, combined with
 .Section 3, we are able to define a class of algebras A a , t , where a g k,
 .to which R belongs, but conceivably not all A a , t need be regular.
2 w xExamples of such R were found where a s 1 in 21 using Schelter's
program Affine. In Subsection 4.3 we use twisting systems which were
w x.defined in 23 to prove that if a and t satisfy certain necessary condi-
 .tions, then A a , t twists by a twisting system to one particular algebra
 .  .A a , t Proposition 4.12 . It follows that if one regular algebra R exists
 .  .where P s Q and a is arbitrary , then all such A a , t are regular with
the desired Hilbert series. The classification of all such R, where P s Q, is
given in Theorem 4.13 and shows that R belongs to at most a four-param-
 .eter family up to isomorphism .
At the end of Section 4 we remark on differences between the line
modules over R where P s Q versus P / Q. In particular, in both cases
there is a one-to-one correspondence between the left and the right line
modules over R, but if P s Q, then the set of lines giving the left line
modules is different from that giving the right line modules, whereas if
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P / Q, the lines coincide. This suggests that if P s Q, then the line
 .modules and corresponding automorphism may determine R.
1. THE REGULAR ALGEBRA R AND ITS POINT SCHEME
In Subsection 1.1 the regular algebras R which are to be classified are
defined and it is shown that R contains a homogeneous element V of
degree two which is determined by certain geometric data. In Lemma 1.5
 .we prove that V is normal in R. In Subsection 1.2 the point scheme P, s
of R is defined and Theorem 1.10, which is a general result on regular
algebras of global dimension four, is proved. This result is used to show
that the zero locus of the defining relations of R in P3 = P3 is the graph
of an automorphism s of P.
 .Throughout, k denotes an algebraically closed field such that char k /
2. In order to define the algebra R, we first review the definitions of
regularity and twisting of an algebra by an automorphism.
w xDEFINITION 1.1 2 . Let A be a connected graded algebra. Following
w x  .2 , A is called regular of dimension d if
 .  .a A has finite global homological dimension, gldim A s d,
 .b A has finite GK-dimension,
 . q  . qc A is Gorenstein; that is, Ext k, A s d k.A d
Occasionally we use the terms Auslander-regular, Auslander]Goren-
w xstein, and Cohen]Macaulay property which are defined in 10, 11 .
[w xDEFINITION 1.2 5 . Let A s A be a quadratic algebra and letnG 0 n
f be a graded degree zero automorphism of A. The twist Af of A by f is
[the vector space A with a new multiplication ) defined as follows:nG 0 n
if a, b g A then a) b s abf where the right hand side is computed using1
the original multiplication in A.
w x  .Twisting systems were defined in 23 see Definition 4.10 and general-
ize the notion of a twist by an automorphism. Twisting systems define an
equivalence relation on the set of associative graded multiplications de-
[fined on A , and determine an isomorphism between the categorynG 0 n
of graded A-modules and the category of graded B-modules, where B is a
 .twist of A via a twisting system or an automorphism ; in particular,
 .Proj A ( Proj B see Definition 1.8 .
1.1. Definition of the Regular Algebra R
3  . Let Q denote a nonsingular quadric in P and let S Q respectively,
 3..  .S P denote the commutative homogeneous coordinate ring of Q
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 3.respectively, P . Fix an automorphism t of Q. Since t is the restriction
3  .of a unique automorphism of P which we also denote by t , we have that
 .  .  .t is defined on S Q via t x s x(t for all x g S Q , and t may be1 1
 . textended to an automorphism of S Q in the obvious way. We write x for
 .  .t x . Let S denote the twist of S Q by t . Then S is the twisted
  .. w xhomogeneous coordinate ring B Q, t , O 1 19, Sect. 3 . Moreover, anyQ
 .   3..twist of S Q respectively, S P by a twisting system is isomorphic to a
 .   3..twist of S Q respectively, S P by an automorphism.
Throughout the paper, R denotes a quadratic, regular algebra of global
 .  .y4dimension four with Hilbert series H t s 1 y t such that there is aR
graded, degree zero, onto homomorphism R ¸ S. In particular, in the
w x .language of 1, 21 , Proj S embeds in the quantum space Proj R. Our goal
is to classify such algebras R.
The algebra S is quadratic so its defining relations are bihomogeneous
 .forms which vanish on the graph of t . Since R is quadratic and H t sS
 . .y3  :1 q t 1 y t , there exists V g R such that S ( Rr V . There are no2
nonzero elements of S that vanish on the graph of t , so any nonzero2
element of R that vanishes on the graph of t is a scalar multiple of V. In2
t t particular, if u, ¨ g R , then u ¨ y ¨ u g R and is a scalar possibly1 2
.zero multiple of V.
w xAll the algebras R which were found in 19, 21 had the property that V
was a normal element of R. The following result shows that this is
independent of the regularity and Hilbert series hypotheses.
DEFINITION 1.3. Let F be a finite dimensional k-vector space and let
 .  :A s T F r G where G ; F m F. The Koszul dual of A is defined to be
!  U .  H :the quadratic algebra A s T F r G .
w xDEFINITION 1.4 8 . A homogeneous element a of a graded algebra A
 .  .  .is called n-regular if dim aA s dim A a s dim A for all m F n.m m m
LEMMA 1.5. Let A be a quadratic algebra. If there exists V g A such2
 :that Ar V ( S, then V is normal.
 .  :Proof. We write A s T F r G , where dim F s 4 and G ; F m F
Ä Ä .  :and write S s T F r G q kV where V is a preimage of V in F m F.
H Ä !Pick v g G such that v ? V s 1 and let v denote the image of v in S .Ä Ä Ä 2
w xBy 16, Lemma 2.5 , V is normal if and only if v is 1-regular. The algebra
!  .!S is a twist by an automorphism of S Q , and v is 1-regular if and only if
 .! w xthe image of v in S Q is 1-regular. By 16, Lemma 2.5 , this holds if and
 .  .only if the desired result holds in the case S s S Q that is, t s identity .
 .Thus we may assume S s S Q , so u¨ y ¨u g kV for all u, ¨ g A .1
 .  3.If u¨ s ¨u for every line V u, ¨ ; Q where u, ¨ g A , then A s S P ,1
so V is central. Hence we may assume there exist x , x g A such that1 2 1
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 .  .V x , x ; Q and x x y x x s V. Since V x , x ; Q we have1 2 1 2 2 1 1 2
 .  .dim x S q x S s 6 and so dim x A l x A s 1. Thus there exist1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1
x , x g A such that x x s x x in A. Since x x / x x we have3 4 1 1 4 2 3 1 2 2 1
x f kx and x f kx , and since x x s x x in S also, it follows that4 2 3 1 1 4 2 3
 .  4Q s V x x y x x and x , x , x , x is a linearly independent set.1 4 2 3 1 2 3 4
 .  .It follows that V x , x ; Q and dim S x q S x s 6 so that3 4 1 3 1 4
 . =dim A x l A x s 1, whence in A we have x x y x x g k V. More-1 3 1 4 3 4 4 3
over, x x y x x g kV. Hence3 2 4 1
x Vgk=x x x y x x : k= x x x y x x 2 q kV x .  .1 1 3 4 4 3 3 1 4 2 3 4
s k= x x y x x x q kV x .3 2 2 3 3 4
: V A1
x Vgk=x x x y x x : k= x x 2 y x x x q kV x .  .2 2 3 4 4 3 1 4 4 2 3 3
s k= x x y x x x q kV x .1 4 4 1 4 3
: V A1
x Vs x x x y x x : k= x x x y x x 2 q kV x q kV x .  .3 3 1 2 2 1 1 3 2 4 1 2 1
: k= x x y x x x q kx V q kV x q kV x .1 4 4 1 1 1 2 1
: V A1
x Vs x x x y x x : k= x x 2 y x x x q kV x q kV x .  .4 4 1 2 2 1 3 2 2 4 1 2 1
: k= x x y x x x q kx V q kV x q kV x .3 2 2 3 2 2 2 1
: V A .1
Hence A V : V A and similarly V A : A V. The result follows.1 1 1 1
COROLLARY 1.6. The algebra R is a noetherian domain, is Auslander-reg-
ular of global dimension four, and satisfies the Cohen]Macaulay property.
w xProof. Since S is noetherian, so is R by Lemma 1.5 and 4, Lemma 8.2 .
w xBy 5, Theorem 3.9 it follows that R is a domain. Moreover, since Q is a
 .complete intersection and S is a twist of S Q by an automorphism, S is
Auslander]Gorenstein and satisfies the Cohen]Macaulay property. By
w x10 and Lemma 1.5, these properties carry up to R. By definition, R has
global dimension four, which completes the proof.
If A satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 1.5, then V may be far from
 .  . 2regular; indeed, H t s H t q t is even possible, as the followingA S
example demonstrates.
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w x w xEXAMPLE 1.7. Let a, b denote ab y ba, and let A s k x , . . . , x with1 4
w x w xdefining relations x x s x x and x , x s x , x for all i - j. Then1 4 2 3 i j 1 2
 :  . Ar V s x x y x x s S Q and the point ¨ariety of A is Q with no1 2 2 1
.multiple points but V x s 0 s xV for all x g A for all n g N.n
1.2. The Point Scheme
 .The main purpose of this subsection Theorem 1.10 is to show that the
zero locus of the defining relations of R in P3 = P3 is the graph of an
automorphism of some subscheme of P3.
w xDEFINITION 1.8 4 . Let A be a graded algebra which is generated by
A .1
 .  .a A point respectively, line or plane module over A is a graded
 .  .y1 cyclic module M with Hilbert series H t s 1 y t respectively,M
 .y2  .y3 .1 y t or 1 y t .
 .b A truncated point module of length n over A is a graded cyclic
 . ny1module M with Hilbert series H t s 1 q t q ??? qt .M
[ . w xc Let M s M be a graded module. For r g Z, the shift M ri
w xof M is defined by setting M r s M . If M is a point module, theni rqi [w xM r is generated by its degree yr part. Let M denote M .iG jG ij
 . w xd Assume, in addition, that A is noetherian. Following Artin 1 we
define the quantum space Proj A of A to be the quotient category of the
 .category of all finitely generated graded left respectively, right A-mod-
ules modulo the subcategory of finite length modules.
For the rest of this subsection A denotes a quadratic noetherian algebra
satisfying the following conditions:
 .  .  .y41 the Hilbert series of A is H t s 1 y t , which is the sameA
as that of the polynomial algebra on four variables;
 .2 A is Auslander-regular of global dimension four;
 .3 A satisfies the Cohen]Macaulay property.
B. Shelton and J. Zhang have pointed out to us that if a graded algebra A
 .  .y4is noetherian and regular and has Hilbert series H t s 1 y t , thenA
 .A is Koszul so quadratic and has global dimension four.
The algebras R to be classified in this paper satisfy these conditions and
those of the following two results.
 .  .LEMMA 1.9. Suppose A satisfies conditions 1 ] 3 abo¨e. For i s 1, 2, let
 U .  U .  U .p : P A = P A ª P A denote the projection map onto the ith coordi-i 1 1 1
nate and let W denote the subspace of A m A generated by the defining1 1
  ..relations of A. Suppose p V W contains two distinct points for both i s 1i
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and i s 2. If u, ¨ , w g A are linearly independent elements such that1
 .dim A u q A ¨ q A w F 8, then there exist linearly independent elements1 1 1
uX, ¨ X g ku q k¨ q kw such that A uX l A ¨ X / 0.1 1
Proof. Let u, ¨ , w satisfy the conditions of the lemma and let p s
 .  U .  .V u, ¨ , w g P A . Since dim A u q A ¨ q A w F 8, we have that1 1 1 1
 .ArAu q A¨ q Aw maps onto a nonunique truncated point module of
  ..   ..length 3, so that p g p V W . By the hypothesis on p V W , there2 2
 .  . X Xexists r , r g V W with r / p. Let u , ¨ g A be linearly independent1 2 2 1
 X X. X Xelements such that p, r g V u , ¨ ; in particular, u , ¨ g ku q k¨ q kw.2
 X X.If the conclusion of the lemma were false, then dim A u q A ¨ s 81 1
and A wX ; A uX q A ¨ X for all wX g ku q k¨ q kw. It would then follow1 1 1
X .  X X. . Xthat A w r , r ; A u q A ¨ r , r s 0 for all w g ku q k¨ q kw.1 1 2 1 1 1 2
On the other hand, since r / p, there exists wX g ku q k¨ q kw with2
X .  .w r / 0. This would imply that A r s 0, which is absurd.2 1 1
 .  .THEOREM 1.10. Suppose A satisfies conditions 1 ] 3 abo¨e. For i s 1, 2,
 U .  U .  U .let p : P A = P A ª P A denote the projection map onto the ithi 1 1 1
coordinate and let W denote the subspace of A m A generated by the1 1
  ..defining relations of A. If p V W contains two distinct points for bothi
i s 1 and i s 2, then
 .  .a V W is the graph of an automorphism s of some subscheme P
 U .of P A ;1
 .  .b the isomorphism classes of left respecti¨ ely, right point modules
 .o¨er A are in bijection with V W , where s is the shift functor on point
  .modules that is, if M p is the left point module corresponding to p g P,
 . w x  y1 ...then M p 1 ( M s p .G1
Note. The proof of this theorem makes use of homological results in
w x w x11, Sects. 1, 2 . The hypotheses throughout 11, Sect. 2 include the
assumption that the regular algebra contains a regular normalizing se-
quence consisting of two degree elements, which determine a factor
algebra that is a twisted homogeneous coordinate ring of an elliptic curve
3 w x w x  w  .in P 6 . However, the results we use from 11, Sect. 2 namely, 11, 2.1 e ,
x.2.6]2.9 do not use that hypothesis.
 .  . w x wProof. Part b follows from a and 8, Theorem 4.1.1 . Moreover, by 8,
x  .Theorem 4.1.3 , to prove a , it suffices to prove that the reduced variety of
  ..   ..   ..p V W is isomorphic to that of p V W . Let p V W denote1 2 i red
 .these respective reduced varieties. By definition of V W , if p g2
  ..   ..  .p V W , then there exists p g p V W such that p , p g2 red 1 1 red 1 2
 .V W . Thus it remains to prove that p is unique.red 1
We may define a left truncated point module M of length 3 over A by
[ [M s k¨ k¨ k¨ s A¨ with A-module action determined by x¨0 1 2 0 0
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 .  .s x p ¨ , x¨ s x p ¨ , and x¨ s 0 for all x g A . Writing p s2 1 1 1 2 2 1 2
 .V u, ¨ , w where u, ¨ , w g A , we have that ArAu q A¨ q Aw maps onto1
 .  .M. Since dim A s 10, it follows that dim A u q A ¨ q A w F 9.2 k 1 1 1
Suppose that p is not unique. Then ArAu q A¨ q Aw maps onto a1
truncated point module M X of length 3 where M X \ M. It follows that
 .dim A u q A ¨ q A w F 8. Hence, by Lemma 1.9, we may assume that1 1 1
 . p s V u, ¨ , w where u, ¨ g A , A u l A ¨ / 0, and dim A u q A ¨ q2 1 1 1 k 1 1
.A w F 8.1
w xBy 11, Proposition 2.8 , the module L [ ArAu q A¨ is a left line
module over A and is critical with respect to GK-dimension. We will show
that L contains a shifted point module which contradicts the criticality of
.L . Since L maps onto M, we may write
[ [ [ [ [L s k¨ k¨ kf k¨ kg [ kh ??? ,Ä Ä Ä .  .0 1 2
[ [ [where L s k¨ , L s k¨ kf , L s k¨ kg kh, ¨ is a preimageÄ Ä Ä Ä0 0 1 1 2 2 i[  . of ¨ in L, and A f ; kg kh. In particular, GKdim Af s 2 soi 1
 . .dim A f ) 0 since L is critical of GK-dimension two. By construction,1
L A
( ¸ M ;
Af Au q A¨ q Aw
 .and by our assumption that dim A u q A ¨ q A w F 8, we havek 1 1 1
dim A f s 1. It follows that there exist linearly independent elements1
u , u , u g A such that there is a degree zero homomorphism ArAu q1 2 3 1 1
.w x  .Au q Au y1 ¸ Af. In particular, 7 F dim A u q A u q A u F 9.2 3 k 1 1 1 2 1 3
On the other hand, if A uX l A uX / 0 for some linearly independent1 1 1 2
elements uX , uX g ku q ku q ku , then ArAuX q AuX is critical of GK-1 2 1 2 3 1 2
dimension two giving that Au q Au q Au ; AuX q AuX , whence1 2 3 1 2
 .dim A f s 2, which is a contradiction. Hence, by Lemma 1.9, we have1
 .dim A u q A u q A u s 9, so dim A f s 1. Continuing in this way,k 1 1 1 2 1 3 2
 .  .y1we find that the Hilbert series of Af is H t s t 1 y t , whichA f
 .contradicts the fact that GKdim Af s 2.
It follows that p is unique, and observing the symmetry of the argu-1
ments completes the proof.
Remark 1.11. With the hypothesis of Theorem 1.10, but not the ``two-
point hypothesis,'' it is still true that the point modules are in bijection
 U .with the graph of an automorphism of a subscheme of P A , but it is1
 .conceivable that the graph is not all of V W . In particular, without the
extra hypothesis, it is conceivable that there exists a truncated point
module of length 3 which cannot be extended to one of length 4.
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 .  :Henceforth, we write R s T V r W where V is a 4-dimensional
k-vector space and W is the subspace of V m V generated by the defining
relations of R. As vector spaces, V ( R ( S . By Corollary 1.6 and1 1
 .Theorem 1.10, we have that V W is the graph G of an automorphism s
3 <of some subscheme P of P . It follows that Q ; P and s s t . WeQ
 . w xdenote the graph of t on Q by G Q . In the terminology of 8 , we call thet
reduced variety P of P the ``point variety'' of R. This is motivated byred
the following result.
 .LEMMA 1.12. The left respecti¨ ely, right plane modules o¨er R are in
one-to-one correspondence with the planes in P3. The isomorphism classes of
 .the left respecti¨ ely, right point modules o¨er R are in one-to-one correspon-
 .dence with P ; if p g P , then the corresponding left respecti¨ ely, rightr ed r ed
 .point module is gi¨ en by RrI where I is a left respecti¨ ely, right ideal
generated by the subspace of R that ¨anishes at p.1
Proof. The first statement is a consequence of the fact R is a domain,
w xand the second follows from Theorem 1.10 and 8, Theorem 4.1.1 .
 .Suppose A satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1.10. We call P, s , or
simply P, the ``point scheme'' of A, where P is the scheme determined by
the point modules and s is the shift functor on point modules. In our
 .setting, the point scheme of R is P, s .
 4Let f : i s 1, . . . , 6 be a basis for the span W of the defining relationsi
4 4 X  .of R. Then f s  m m x s  x m m in T V for some m andi js1 i j j js1 j ji i j
mX g V. The schemes determined by the zeros of the 4 = 4 minors of theji
 .  X .matrix m and of the matrix m are equal by Theorem 1.10, and soi j ji
 . <determine P. If f g T V we say that f s 0 if the two schemesV W .2
determined by the 4 = 4 minors of the matrices determined by f , f : i si
41, . . . , 6 are equal to P. Since S is a proper quotient of R, it follows that if
<P / Q, then V / 0.V W .
n  .DEFINITION 1.13. Let P be a subscheme of P and u g Aut P . We
 .define the quadratic algebra determined by the geometric data P, u to
be the graded algebra
T U .
, :f g U m U : f ¬ s 0Gu
 .  .where U is an n q 1 -dimensional k-vector space, T U is the tensor
 U .  U .   U .algebra on U, and G ; P U = P U is the graph of u . Here P U isu
n .identified with the copy of P containing P.
The algebra S is the quadratic algebra determined by the geometric
 .data Q, t .
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w xAn example in 21 shows that the case P s Q may arise. If P s Q, then
 .R is not the algebra determined by the geometric data P, s since in this
case s s t and this data determines S. This is in contrast to the case
P / Q as the following result demonstrates.
LEMMA 1.14. If the point scheme P is not the quadric Q, then R is
 .determined by the geometric data P, s ; that is
T V .
R ( . :f g V m V : f ¬ s 0V W .
 .Proof. Let f g R with f ¬ s 0. Then f vanishes on G Q so2 V W . r
<f g kV. However, V / 0, so f s 0 in R.V W .
COROLLARY 1.15. The point scheme P of R is P3 if and only if R is a twist
 3.by the automorphism t of the polynomial algebra S P .
 3. 3 w xProof. The point scheme of S P is P , and by 5 , twisting by an
automorphism preserves the point variety, so sufficiency is proved. Con-
versely, if P s P3, then the automorphism s is linear, so s s t . It then
follows from Lemma 1.14 that ut ¨ s ¨ t u in R for all u, ¨ g R , which1
completes the proof.
LEMMA 1.16. The point ¨ariety P is in¨ariant under the automorphismr ed
t , and t maps multiple points of P corresponding to points on Q to multiple
points of P corresponding to points on Q.
 .Proof. If P s Q, then there is nothing to prove, since t g Aut Q . If
P / Q, then t maps multiple points of P to multiple points of Pt.
 .However, s g Aut P , so s maps multiple points of P to multiple points
<of P, so since s s t , the collection of multiple points of P correspond-Q
ing to points on Q is invariant under t .
 .tIt remains to prove that P _Q s P _Q. By Lemma 1.12, the pointred red
modules over R correspond to the points of P , so we will prove that ifred
y1 .p g P _Q, then t p corresponds to a point module over R, so thatred
y1 .t p g P _Q.red
 .Let M p denote the left point module corresponding to p g P _Q.red
 .Then M p ( RrRu q R¨ q Rw for some u, ¨ , w g R such that p s1
 .V u, ¨ , w . Since p does not correspond to a point module over S, it
follows that V f Ru q R¨ q Rw. Hence 0 s ut ¨ y ¨ t u s ¨ t w y wt ¨ s
t t w x t tu w y w u. By Corollary 1.6 and 11, Proposition 2.8 , Rru R q ¨ R is a
 t t .  t t .line module and so dim u R l ¨ R s 1. Similarly for u , w and1 1
 t t .  t t t . t¨ , w , so dim u R q ¨ R q w R F 9. We will show that Rru R q1 1 1
¨ tR q wtR is a right point module over R.
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 t t t .  4If dim u R q ¨ R q w R - 9, then there exist a, b, c g R _ 0 such1 1 1 1
that uta q ¨ t b q wtc s 0. Since t is defined on R and S, it follows that1
uat
y1 q ¨bty1 q wcty1 g kV. Since RruR q ¨R q wR is a right point
module over R corresponding to p, we have V f uR q ¨R q wR. Hence,
uat
y1 q ¨bty1 q wcty1 s 0. Since a, b, c are all nonzero, this implies
 .  t tdim uR q ¨R q wR - 9, which is false. Hence dim u R q ¨ R q1 1 1 1 1
t . t t tw R s 9. It follows that Rru R q ¨ R q w R has a quotient which is a1
y1 .truncated point module of length 3 corresponding to t p , so, by
Theorem 1.10 and Lemma 1.12, we have RrutR q ¨ tR q wtR is a right
point module over R.
2. THE REGULAR ALGEBRAS R WHOSE POINT
SCHEME IS NOT THE QUADRIC Q
In this section we classify the algebras R whose point scheme P is not
the quadric Q; by Lemma 1.14, such algebras are determined by their
geometric data. We show in Subsection 2.1 that if P / Q, then R may be
twisted by an automorphism to an algebra RX which maps onto the
 .  .commutative homogeneous coordinate ring S Q of Q. In Subsection 2.2
X  .the algebras R are classified Proposition 2.10 , and so are the possible
twists of RX, which yields the classification of the algebras R in the case
 .that P / Q Theorem 2.14 .
2.1. Normal Elements in R of Degree One
We will show that R contains a normal element but the proof requires1
a few technical results.
LEMMA 2.1. If the point scheme P is not P3 and if p g P _Q, thenr ed
 . <  .t p / s p .Pr e d
 3.Proof. By hypothesis, R is not a twist of S P , so there exist u, ¨ g R1
t t Äsuch that u ¨ y ¨ u s V. Let V denote a preimage of V in V m V such
Ä t t t t Ä .that V f k u m ¨ y ¨ m u but u m ¨ y ¨ m u y V g W. Since
t t Ä .  . <  ..W G s 0, we have that u m ¨ y ¨ m u y V p, s p s 0, wherePred red
Ä . <  .   ..p g P _Q. Thus, if t p s s p , then V p, t p s 0, which is falsePred red
since the point scheme of S is Q.
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose P / Q but P s Q. If p g Q corresponds to ar ed
multiple point of P, then ut ¨ s ¨ t u in R for all u, ¨ g R such that1
 .p g V u, ¨ .
Proof. Suppose p g Q corresponds to a multiple point of P. By defini-
tion of P, we have that p has multiplicity at least two on P. To reinterpret
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 .this in terms of the graph of s , consider s p which is computed on the
 .  .  . <open affine subsets P _ V x of P by s p s s x where x andpi
 .   .w y1 x.4  .s x g S P x where S P is the homogeneous coordinate ring ofi
 w x.P see 4 .
 .  .Let u, ¨ g R be such that u p s 0 s ¨ p . Since p g Q, we have that1
y1 . y1 .  .w y1 xt p is the image of s p in S Q x , soi
y1 y1 < t
y1 ty1s p s s x , . . . , x s x q a q , . . . , x q a q ¬ , .  .  .p1 4 1 1 4 4 p
 .  .w y1 xwhere V q s Q and a g S P x for j s 1, . . . , 4. It follows thatj i
ut m ¨ y ¨ t m u sy1 p , p s u¨ y ¨u q q b¨ y cu ¬ .  .  . . . p
 .w y1 x t tfor some b, c g S P x depending on u, ¨ . Thus, u m ¨ y ¨ m u van-i
 y1 . . tishes at s p , p with at least multiplicity two. However, in R, u ¨ y
t¨ u g kV, so the result follows, since the point scheme of S is Q.
LEMMA 2.3. Let p g Q. There are distinct lines l , l in P3 such that1 2
p f l o Q, both lines l correspond to line modules o¨er R, and the planesi i
determined by p and l , for i s 1, 2, are distinct.i
 .  .Proof. Choose w g R such that p f V w and fix p g V w _Q.1 1
 .Pick u , u g R such that p s V w, u , u . Then, for i s 1, 2, there1 2 1 1 1 2
exists a g k such that ut w y wt u s a V. If a s 0 for i s 1 or 2, theni i i i i
for this value of i, set uX s u . If a a / 0, then set uX s a u y a u . Ini 1 2 2 1 1 2
 X .t t X  X.either case, u w s w u so the line l s V w, u corresponds to a line1
module, and p f l o Q.1
3 Let X denote the plane determined by p and l . Choose p g P _ X1 2
.j Q . Let Y be any plane containing p but not containing p. Repeating2
the above argument for p and Y yields a line l ; Y such that p g l , p2 2 2 2
f l o Q and l corresponds to a line module.2 2
PROPOSITION 2.4. If the point scheme P is not the quadric Q, then there
exists a normal element in R .1
3  3. t tProof. If P s P , then R is a twist of S P , so x y s y x for all
x, y g R . Thus, if ¨ g R is an eigenvector of t , then ¨ is normal in R.1 1
Henceforth, assume P / P3 and P / Q.
Firstly, assume P / Q and fix p g P _Q. Let u, ¨ g R be linearlyred red 1
 .  . y1 .  .  .  .independent with s p , t p , tst p g V u and s p , t p ,
y2  .  .  . <  . tst s p g V ¨ , where s p denotes s p . By Lemma 2.1,Pred
y1 . y2  . . t ttst p / tst s p , so this is possible. Since u m x y x m u and
t t  .   ..¨ m x y x m ¨ vanish on G Q and p, s p for all x g R , it followst 1
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that
W s span ut m x y xt m u , ¨ t m x y xt m ¨ : x g R 4p 1
 t t .t is a five-dimensional subspace of W. Moreover, u m x y x m u re-
 t t .t .  .  y1 . y1 ..spectively, ¨ m x y x m ¨ vanishes on G Q and t p , st p byt
  .  y2  . y2  .. .choice of u respectively, G Q and t s p , st s p by choice of ¨t
 .t 3  .tfor all x g R . Hence, W ; W and, since P / P , we have W s W .1 p p p
 t t .t iIn particular, ¨ m x y x m ¨ g W for all x g R , for all i g Z. Let1
z g R be an eigenvector of t . If z, ¨ , ¨ t, ¨ t 2 are linearly independent, or if1
z g k¨ q k¨ t q k¨ t 2, then z is normal in R. Otherwise, either ¨ t 2 g k¨ q
k¨ t or ¨ t g k¨ ; in the first case, k¨ q k¨ t contains an eigenvector of t
which is normal in R; in the second, ¨ is normal in R.
Now suppose P s Q and let p g Q correspond to a multiple point ofred
P. By Lemma 2.3, there exist two distinct lines l which correspond to linei
 .  .  .modules M l over R such that p f l o Q, and the planes V u , V ¨i i
 .  .  .where u, ¨ g R determined by p, l and p, l respectively are dis-1 1 2
 .tinct. Thus, there exists w g R such that p s V u, ¨ , w and by Lemma1
2.2 we have ut ¨ s ¨ t u, ut w s wt u, and wt ¨ s ¨ t w. Since l o Q, we havei
 .  .  .V f Ann M l , so that writing l s V u, u and l s V ¨ , ¨ for somei 1 1 2 1
u , ¨ g R , we have ut u s ut u and ¨ t ¨ s ¨ t ¨. Moreover, since p f l ,1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i
 4  4the sets u, ¨ , w, u and u, ¨ , w, u are each linearly independent.1 2
It follows that the space
W s span ut m x y xt m u , ¨ t m x y xt m ¨ : x g R 4p 1
 t t .tis a five-dimensional subspace of W. By Lemma 2.2, ¨ m u y u m ¨ ,
 t t .t  t t .t¨ m w y w m ¨ , and u m w y w m u belong to W. We may as-
 t t .t sume ¨ m x y x m ¨ g W for all x g R . If not, then there exists1
 .  t t .t  t t .ty g R with y p / 0 and w y y y w s a V and ¨ y y y ¨ s bV1
X .where a , b g k, b / 0 and we may replace ¨ by ¨ s a ¨ y b w. Simi-
 t t .t  .tlarly, we may assume u m x y x m u g W for all x g R . Thus W ;1 p
3  .tW and, since P / P , we have W s W . Hence we may continue asp p
above for the case P / Q, using a t-eigenvector z g R and comparing itred 12t twith ¨ , ¨ , ¨ to conclude the result.
The normal element of Proposition 2.4 may be viewed as determining t
as the following lemma demonstrates.
 . fLEMMA 2.5. If v g R is normal and f g Aut R is defined by v x s x v1
for all x g R, then f g k=t .
Proof. Since v is normal in R, it is also normal in S. In particular,
f  f .  ..v s s s v for all s g S . It follows that v m s y s m v p, t p s 0 for1
 . f .all p g Q. Let p g Q l V v and choose s g S such that s p / 0.1
t  .  .Then v p s 0; that is, t fixes Q l V v . Since t is linear, it fixes
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 . = tV v , so there exists b g k such that v s bv. However, in S we have
vts s stv for all s g S . Thus sfv s v s s by1stv and so sf s by1st1
since S is a domain.
THEOREM 2.6. If the point scheme P of R is not the quadric Q, then
 . Xt g Aut R . In this case, R is a twist by t of a regular algebra R which maps
 .  .onto the commutati¨ e homogeneous coordinate ring S Q of Q, such that
 X. X  .  .y4Xgldim R s 4 and the Hilbert series of R is H t s 1 y t . Moreo¨erR
RX contains two linearly independent central elements of degree one.
Proof. If P / Q, then R contains a normal element by Proposition 2.4
 . X y1so Lemma 2.5 implies t g Aut R . It follows that the twist R of R by t
is defined, and the automorphism t X of Q corresponding to RX is the
X  . w x Xidentity map. Hence R maps onto S Q ; by 23 , R is regular of global
 .  .y4Xdimension four with H t s 1 y t .R
By the proof of Proposition 2.4, there exist linearly independent ele-
ments ¨ , ¨ g R such that W contains a five-dimensional subspace gen-1 2 1
 t t 4 Xerated by ¨ m x y x m ¨ : x g R , i s 1, 2 . It follows that the space Wi i 1
of defining relations of RX contains a five-dimensional subspace generated
X 4by ¨ m x y x m ¨ : x g R , i s 1, 2 which completes the proof.i i 1
w x YIt follows from Theorem 2.6 and 23 that for each P / Q, if R and R
are regular algebras corresponding to P which are twists by automor-
X  .phisms of the same regular algebra R which maps onto S Q , then R and
Y w xR are twists by twisting systems of each other. This situation arises in 19 ,
for algebras whose point scheme is Q j L where L is a line in P3 that
intersects Q at two distinct points. The automorphism t of Q either
w xpreserves the two rulings on Q or interchanges them. In 19 it is shown
that algebraic properties of the algebras therein are related to this geomet-
ric property, yet both types of algebra may be twisted by automorphisms to
 .one mapping onto S Q , and so an algebra whose automorphism preserves
the rulings on Q may be twisted by a twisting system to one whose
corresponding automorphism interchanges the rulings.
PROPOSITION 2.7. If the point scheme P of R is not the quadric Q, then
either
 . 3a P s P , or
 . 3b P s Q j L where L is a line in P that meets Q in two points
 .counted with multiplicity , or
 .c the point ¨ariety P is the quadric Q and P contains a double liner ed
 . L of all multiple points on P, where L corresponds to a line on Q we
q .denote this situation by P s Q j L .
 .  .  4In cases b and c there is a regular normalizing sequence ¨ , ¨ ; R such1 2 1
 .that L s V ¨ , ¨ .1 2
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3   3..Proof. Suppose P / P so R is not a twist of S P and that P / Q.
By Theorem 2.6, we may twist R by ty1, so since P is invariant under
 .twisting, we may assume R has point scheme P, s where t is the identity
on Q. By Theorem 2.6, there exist linearly independent central elements
 .¨ , ¨ g R . Let L s V ¨ , ¨ .1 2 1 1 2
Six of the fifteen 4 = 4 minors of each of the two matrices determined
by the defining relations of R have the form ¨ 2 g where g is ai i j i j
polynomial of degree 2 or is identically zero for j s 1, 2, 3. If, for i s 1 or
2, g ' 0 for all j, then it is straightforward to show that this would implyi j
 . 2that the algebra RrR¨ has point scheme V ¨ ( P . However, s re-i i
stricts to the point scheme of the algebra RrR¨ , so in this case, s gi
  ..  .Aut V ¨ and hence s is linear on V ¨ . It would then follow thati i
<s s identity, which contradicts Lemma 2.1. Hence, for each i, thereV ¨ .i
exists j such that g / 0, and since Q ; P, this g vanishes on Q. Iti j i j
follows that P _Q ; L and any multiple points of P lie on L.red
On the other hand, the algebra RrR¨ has three generators and threei
quadratic defining relations, so its point scheme is a cubic divisor D in P2,i
 .whose reduced variety is P l V ¨ . It follows that D is either thered i i
union of a conic on Q with a line L not contained in Q, or D is the unioni i
of two lines on Q where one of the lines is a double line. In the first case,
L s L since P _Q ; L, and the only multiple points are Q l L whichi red
 .yields b . In the second case, since all the multiple points of P lie on L, it
 .follows that the double line is L, so c is proved. The last statement
follows from Proposition 2.4 and Lemma 1.16.
 .EXAMPLE 2.8. Examples of algebras of type b and the coordinate ring
 .  4.O M of quantum 2 = 2 matrices, the coordinate ring O sp k ofq 2 q
quantum symplectic 4-dimensional space, and some quantum groups on
w x  .four generators given in 3; 17, Sect. 4b; 18, Sect. 2 . In the case of O M ,q 2
3  .identifying P with P M , the quadric Q corresponds to the singular2
matrices. These examples have P s Q j L where L l Q consists of two
 w x.distinct points for details see 19, Examples 1.5]1.7; 20 . A. Giaquinto
 .pointed out to us a deformation of O M , obtained from an ``R-matrix''2
w xconstruction, which is the k-algebra A s k a, b, c, d with six defining
relations
cd y dc s ac2 , ad y da s aca q bcd,
bd y db s b d2 q cb y aca y da , .
ac y ca s bc2 , bc y cb s bdc y aca,
ab y ba s a a2 y ad q cb q bcd , .
where a , b g k. At generic values of a and b the point scheme of A is
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 .  .P s Q j L where Q s V ad y bc and L s V c, a y d which is a
tangent line to Q.
w xIn 8 , regular central extensions of regular algebras of global dimension
three are considered. These are quadratic regular algebras A with a
central element z g A such that ArAz is a regular algebra of global1
dimension three.
THEOREM 2.9. If the point scheme P of R is not the quadric Q, then R is a
twist by t of a regular central extension of a regular algebra of global
dimension three.
Proof. By Theorem 2.6, twisting R by ty1 yields a regular algebra RX
with two linearly independent central elements ¨ , ¨ g RX and RX maps1 2 1
 . 3 X  3.onto S Q . If P s P , then R ( S P , so the result holds in this case. If
P / P3, then, by the proof of Proposition 2.7, RXrRX ¨ has point schemei
 .which is the union of a conic C and a line L possibly, L ; C and the
corresponding automorphism maps C to C and L to L. Hence RXrRX ¨ i
w x  X Xbelongs to the classification in 4 in particular, R rR ¨ is standard andi
.nondegenerate , so is a regular algebra of global dimension three.
2.2. Classification of the Algebras R with Point Scheme P / Q
By Theorem 2.6, understanding the special case t s identity is a first
step towards classifying the algebras R for which P / Q. In the following
 .  X.  .result, cases b and b correspond to case b of Proposition 2.7.
PROPOSITION 2.10. Suppose the point scheme P of R is not the quadric Q.
If t s identity, then there exist generators x , . . . , x for R such that R has six1 4
quadratic defining relations gi¨ en by one of the following cases. In each case,
 . <Q s V x x y x x and s s t s identity.Q1 4 2 3
 .  3. w xa R s S P s k x , . . . , x with defining relations x x s x x for1 4 i j j i
 .  3 .1 F i, j F 4. In this case P, s s P , id .
 . w xb R s k x , . . . , x with defining relations1 4
x x s x x , x x s x x , x x s x x ,4 3 3 4 4 1 1 4 3 1 1 3
x x s x x , x x s x x , x x s a x x y a y 1 x x , .4 2 2 4 2 1 1 2 3 2 2 3 1 4
=  4  . where a g k _ 1 . In this case, P s Q j L where L s V x , x so L1 4
. <  .  .intersects Q at two distinct points and s 0, x , x , 0 s 0, a x , x , 0 .L 2 3 2 3
 X. w xb R s k x , . . . , x with defining relations1 4
x x s x x , x x s x x , x x y x x s a x x y x x , .4 3 3 4 4 1 1 4 3 1 1 3 1 4 2 3
x x s x x , x x s x x , x x y x x s a x x y x x , .4 2 2 4 3 2 2 3 2 1 1 2 1 4 2 3
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=  . where a g K . In this case, P s Q j L where L s V x y x , x so L is2 3 4
. <  .  .tangential to Q and s x , x , x , 0 s x y a x , x , x , 0 .L 1 2 2 1 2 2 2
 . w xc R s k x , . . . , x with defining relations1 4
x x s x x , x x s x x , x x s x x ,4 3 3 4 4 1 1 4 3 1 1 3
x x s x x , x x s x x , x x y x x s a x x y x x , .4 2 2 4 3 2 2 3 2 1 1 2 1 4 2 3
= q  .where a g k . In this case, P s Q j L where L s V x , x ; Q and3 4
 .s g Aut P is uniquely determined by its action on the affine open sets
 .  .  . P _ V x as follows: on P _ V x we ha¨e s x , . . . , x s x , x yi 1 1 4 1 2
y1 . .  .  . a x x x y x x , x x , and on P _ V x we ha¨e s x , . . . , x s x1 1 4 2 3 3 4 2 1 4 1
y1 . .  .q a x x x y x x , x , x , x , but s is the identity on P _ V x and on2 1 4 2 3 2 3 4 3
 .P _ x .4
3 qProof. By Proposition 2.7 we have P s P or P s Q j L or P s Q j L
where L is a line in P3.
 . 3  3.  .a If P s P , then s g Aut P and is determined by t s identity .
 3.Thus, s s identity and so R s S P .
 .b If P s Q j L where Q l L consists of two distinct points, then
< < w  .s s t s identity, so we may apply 19, Lemma 1.3 a andQ l L Q l L
x  .Proposition 2.3 to yield b .
 X.b Suppose P s Q j L where L is tangential to Q. By an argu-
w xment similar to that of 19, Lemma 1.1 , we may assume there exist linearly
independent elements x , . . . , x gV with respect to which QsV x x y1 4 1 4
.  .x x and L s V x y x , x . By the proof of Proposition 2.7, the ele-2 3 2 3 4
ments x y x and x are central in R, which determines five of the2 3 4
defining relations. In particular, x x y x x s x x y x x g k=V since1 3 3 1 1 2 2 1
P / P3. Moreover x x y x x g kV since it vanishes on the graph of t1 4 2 3
 .and it is nonzero in R since by Theorem 2.9 RrRx is a domain. It4
=  .follows that there exists a g k such that x x y x x s a x x y x x .2 1 1 2 1 4 2 3
 X.To finish b it remains to prove that an algebra with such defining
relations is indeed a regular algebra of global dimension four with Hilbert
 .  .y4 w xseries H t s 1 y t . By Theorem 2.9, we may apply 8 as follows. Let
f s f , f , f .1 2 3
s x x y x x , x x y x x y a x x , x x y x x q a x x , .3 2 2 3 1 3 3 1 3 2 2 1 1 2 2 3
l s l , l , l s 0, a x , ya x , .  .1 2 3 1 1
xU s xU , xU , xU s x q a x q a x , x , x . .  .1 2 3 1 2 3 2 3
w xBy 8, Theorem 3.1.3 , the given algebra is regular of global dimension four
 .if and only if there exists a solution g , g , g to the equations1 2 3
g f s x l y l xU and g l s 0. .  i i i i i i i i
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 .  2 .The solution is g , g , g s a , a , a so the algebra is regular. It1 2 3
w xfollows from 5 that the algebra is a domain, so its Hilbert series has the
required form.
q .c Suppose P s Q j L where L ; Q. By an argument similar to
w xthat of 19, Lemma 1.1 , we may assume there exist linearly independent
 .elements x , . . . , x g V with respect to which Q s V x x y x x and1 4 1 4 2 3
 .  X.L s V x , x . As before in b , the elements x and x are central in R,3 4 3 4
which determines five of the defining relations. An argument similar to
 X. = =b yields x x y x x g k V and x x y x x g k V, so x x y x x2 1 1 2 1 4 2 3 2 1 1 2
 . =  X . ws a x x y x x for some a g k . As in b , one can show using 8,1 4 2 3
x Theorem 3.1.3 that such relations define a regular algebra in this case
U  .  ..take f s x x y x x , l s 0, x s x q a x , and g , g , g s 0, a , 0 .2 1 3 3 1 2 1 1 3 1 2 3
 .By Lemma 1.14, R is determined by the geometric data P, s , so to
determine the action of s on P we consider the induced action on the
 .affine open sets P _ V x for i s 1, . . . , 4; more precisely, we consider thei
action of s on the localizations
3S P .y1 y1S P x s x . i i / :x x x y x x , x x x y x x .  .3 1 4 2 3 4 1 4 2 3
 .of the homogeneous coordinate ring S P of P. The following method
w xis given in 4 . Write the six defining relations of R in the form
 .TM x x x x s 0 where M is the 6 = 4 matrix1 2 3 4
0 0 x yx4 3
0 x 0 yx4 2
x 0 0 yx4 1M s .
0 x yx 03 2
x 0 yx 03 1
x yx a x ya x2 1 2 1
 .  .Since V W is the graph of s , it follows that if p g P, then s p is
<orthogonal to every row of the matrix M , the matrix obtained byp
<evaluating the entries of M at p. The rank of M is exactly three sincep
 .p g P and V W is the graph of an automorphism. The standard method
to find a vector orthogonal to the rows of a matrix implies that if
 .  .p g P _ V x , then s p is given byi
j y2 r r r1 2 3s p s y1 x m , .  . . j  /i j p
where mr1 r2 r3 is the 3 = 3 minor of M formed by deleting column j andj
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deleting rows r , r , r which have no x entry. This gives a point of1 2 3 i
 . <P _ V x since the ith coordinate is "x which is nonzero. Hence onpi i
 .w y1 x  .  y1 . .S P x we have s x , . . . , x s x , x y a x x x y x x , x , x ,1 1 4 1 2 1 1 4 2 3 3 4
 .w y1 x  .  y1 .on S P x we have s x , . . . , x s x q a x x x y x x , x , x ,2 1 4 1 2 1 4 2 3 2 3
.  .w y1 x  .w y1 xx , but s is the identity on S P x and on S P x . Notice that s4 3 4
 .depends on a , but s restricted to P is the identity as expected .red
 X.Remark 2.11. The algebras in b are all isomorphic to each other and
 .so we may take a s 1; the same is true for c . However, this would
obscure the importance of s and so we retain ``a '' in the rest of this
section.
w xThe next lemma is analogous to 5, Proposition 8.8 and will be used to
classify all twists of the above algebras.
n  .LEMMA 2.12. Let P be a subscheme of P and u g Aut P and let
 .  :A s T U r W be the quadratic algebra determined by the geometric data
 .  .P, u . Suppose f is a graded degree zero automorphism of T U . If
 .  .  .f g Aut P and f (u s u (f on P, then f g Aut A . If V W is the
graph of u , then the con¨erse holds.
w xProof. The result follows from the proof of 5, Proposition 8.8 .
 .COROLLARY 2.13. We ha¨e t g Aut P and t commutes with s on P.
Proof. If P s Q, then t s s , so there is nothing to prove. If P / Q,
 .then R is determined by the geometric data P, s by Lemma 1.14 and
 .t g Aut R by Theorem 2.6 so Lemma 2.12 applies.
 .If a quadratic algebra A is determined by geometric data P, u , then
f the twist A of A by a graded degree zero automorphism f recall
.  .Definition 1.2 is determined by the geometric data P, f (u .
By Proposition 2.7 and Theorem 2.6, to classify the algebras R whose
point scheme P is not Q, it remains to find all the graded degree zero
automorphisms of the algebras in Proposition 2.10 and to twist those
algebras by such an automorphism.
t  .For the following result, recall that x denotes t x s x(t for all
x g R .1
THEOREM 2.14. The regular algebra R is isomorphic to one of the follow-
ing algebras if and only if the point scheme P of R is not the quadric Q.
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 . w x t ta R s k x , . . . , x with defining relations x x s x x for 1 F i, j1 4 i j j i
 3.F 4 for all t g Aut P . In this case, R is the twist of the polynomial ring
 3.  .  3 .S P by t , so P, s s P , t .
 . w xb R s k x , . . . , x with defining relations1 4
xt x s xt x , xt x s xt x , xt x s xt x ,4 3 3 4 4 1 1 4 3 1 1 3
xt x s xt x , xt x s xt x , xt x s a xt x y a y 1 xt x , .4 2 2 4 2 1 1 2 3 2 2 3 1 4
=  4  .for all a g k _ 1 where t is gi¨ en with respect to a basis dual to the x byi
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 a 0 0 0 a 0 0= =t g k or t g k 1 .
0 0 b 0 0 0 b 0 0  0
0 0 0 ab ab 0 0 0
=  .for all a, b g k ; if a s y1, then t may be gi¨ en by ) or
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 a 0 0 0 a 0= =t g k or t g k
0 b 0 0 0 b 0 0 0  0
0 0 0 ab ab 0 0 0
=  . for all a, b g k . In this case, P s Q j L where L s V x , x so L1 4
. < <  .intersects Q at two distinct points , s s t , and s 0, x , x , 0 sQ L 2 3
 .t 0, a x , x , 0 .2 3
 X. w xb R s k x , . . . , x with defining relations1 4
xt x s xt x , xt x s xt x , xt x y xt x s a xt x y xt x , .4 3 3 4 4 1 1 4 3 1 1 3 1 4 2 3
xt x s xt x , xt x s xt x , xt x y xt x s a xt x y xt x , .4 2 2 4 3 2 2 3 2 1 1 2 1 4 2 3
=  .for all a g k where t is gi¨ en with respect to a basis dual to the x byi
1 a b ab 1 a b ab
0 0 1 a 0 1 0 b= =t g k or t g k
0 1 0 b 0 0 1 a 0  0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
 . for all a, b g k. In this case, P s Q j L where L s V x y x , x so L is2 3 4
. < <  .  .tangential to Q , s s t , and s x , x , x , 0 s t x y a x , x , x , 0 .Q L 1 2 2 1 2 2 2
 . w xc R s k x , . . . , x with defining relations1 4
xt x s xt x , xt x s xt x , xt x s xt x ,4 3 3 4 4 1 1 4 3 1 1 3
xt x s xt x , xt x s xt x , xt x y xt x s a xt x y xt x , .4 2 2 4 3 2 2 3 2 1 1 2 1 4 2 3
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=  .for all a g k where t is gi¨ en with respect to a basis dual to the x byi
a b la lb
c d lc ld=t g k
0 0 a b 0
0 0 c d
qfor all a, b, c, d, l g k such that ad y bc / 0. In this case, P s Q j L
 .  .where L s V x , x ; Q and s g Aut P is uniquely determined by its3 4
 .  .action on the affine open sets P _ V x as follows: on P _ V x we ha¨ei 1
 .  y1 . .  .s x , . . . , x s t x , x y a x x x y x x , x , x , and on P _ V x1 4 1 2 1 1 4 2 3 3 4 2
 .  y1 . .we ha¨e s x , . . . , x s t x q a x x x y x x , x , x , x , but s s t1 4 1 2 1 4 2 3 2 3 4
 .  .on P _ V x and on P _ V x .3 4
Proof. By Theorem 2.6 and Proposition 2.10, we have P / Q if and
only if R is a twist by t of one of the algebras given in Proposition 2.10.
Thus it suffices to classify the graded degree zero automorphisms of the
 .algebras listed in Proposition 2.10 which are determined by P, s where
<  .  .  X.s s identity. Lemma 2.12 applies to a , b , and b , so that the matrixQ
 .  .for t is determined by the conditions t g Aut Q , t g Aut L , and
< < < <  < .t (s s s (t since s s identity . A computation completes theL L L L Q
 .  .  X.proof for a , b , and b .
 .  .  .For c , Lemma 2.12 implies that t g Aut Q and t g Aut L but it is
harder to work with the commutativity of t and s . However, a generic
 .  .element of Aut Q l Aut L preserves the rulings on Q and so, with
 4respect to a basis dual to x , . . . , x of Proposition 2.10, such an element1 4
may be given by the matrix
al bl al bl1 1 2 2
cl dl cl dl1 1 2 2 ,
0 0 al bl3 3 00 0 cl dl3 3
where a, b, c, d, l g k, ad y bc / 0, and l l / 0. Applying this matrixi 1 3
to the defining relations yields the result.
 .  .In case b , the algebras obtained from twists by the matrices ) were
w xthe object of study in 19 ; the algebras obtained by twisting by the other
 . w xtwo types of matrices where a s y1 did not arise in 19 since, in
<contrast to the situation there, t is not assumed to be the identity.Q l L
 .Recall that the isomorphism classes of the left respectively, right point
 .modules over R are in one-to-one correspondence with P Lemma 1.12 .red
The following result concerning the line modules generalizes the analo-
w xgous result for the examples in 19, 21 ; in particular, if P s Q j L, then
 .L corresponds to a line bi module.
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3 PROPOSITION 2.15. If P s P , then the isomorphism classes of left re-
.specti¨ ely, right line modules o¨er R are in one-to-one correspondence with
3 qthe lines in P . If P s Q j L or if P s Q j L, then the isomorphism classes
 .of left respecti¨ ely, right line modules o¨er R are in one-to-one correspon-
dence with the lines in P3 that either lie on Q or intersect L.
Proof. If RX is a twist of R then Proj R ( Proj RX, so there is a
one-to-one correspondence between the isomorphism classes of left re-
. Xspectively, right line modules over R and those over R . Thus, by Theorem
2.6 we may assume t s identity. By Proposition 2.10, if P s P3, then
3 q .R s S P and so the first statement holds. If P s Q j L or if P s Q j L,
w x then the result may be proved either by using 8, Theorem 5.1.6 see, for
w x.example, 21, Theorem 4.7 , or by using purely geometric techniques as
follows.
 .The lines on Q correspond to line modules since they do over S Q , so it
remains to classify the lines outside Q which correspond to line modules.
w x  . 3By 11 and Corollary 1.6, a line l s V x, y ; P , where x, y g R ,1
 .corresponds to a left line module M l if and only if R x l R y / 0, in1 1
 . 3which case M l ( RrRx q Ry. If l o Q is a line in P which intersects
 .  .  .L, then there exists x g R such that x l s 0 s x L . Since x L s 0, x1
is central and so R x l R y / 0 for all y g R , so that l corresponds to a1 1 1
 . 3left line module. Conversely suppose l s V x, y o Q is a line in P
which corresponds to a left line module. If xy y yx g k=V , then V g Rx
 .q Ry, so l corresponds to a line module over S Q which is false. Hence
xy s yx. A computation implies that we may assume x g k¨ [ k¨ where1 2
¨ , ¨ are the linearly independent central elements of Theorem 2.6 such1 2
 .  .that L s V ¨ , ¨ . It follows that L is contained in the plane V x1 2
which also contains l, so l intersects L.
A consequence of this result is that a line which corresponds to a left
 . respectively, right line module also corresponds to a right respectively,
.left line module. This contrasts with the case P s Q which is discussed at
the end of Section 4.
3. THE KOSZUL DUALS OF S AND R
In Section 4 we show that the techniques of Section 2 are not successful
in classifying the algebras R if P s Q. Instead we use the Koszul duals of
S and R as defined in Definition 1.3. The purpose of this section is to find
potential defining relations of R which depend on certain parameters, and
to find necessary conditions on the parameters. An important tool is the
existence of a normal, regular element v g S! which plays a role dual to2
V. Throughout this section, the symbol R is reserved for a regular algebra
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satisfying the hypotheses of Subsection 1.1. This section applies to all such
R with P / P3.
LEMMA 3.1. If P / P3, then there exists a choice of generators x , . . . , x1 4
for R such that the defining relations of R may be written
xt x s xt x , xt x y xt x s a xt x y xt x , .1 4 2 3 1 4 4 1 1 2 2 1
xt x s xt x , xt x y xt x s b xt x y xt x , .1 3 3 1 2 3 3 2 1 2 2 1
xt x y xt x s xt x y xt x , xt x y xt x s g xt x y xt x , .3 4 4 3 1 2 2 1 2 4 4 2 1 2 2 1
=  .where a , b g k , g g k. Moreo¨er, we may assume Q s V x x y x x1 4 2 3
and V s xt x y xt x .2 1 1 2
Proof. Suppose P / P3. There exist linearly independent elements
 . t tx , x g R such that V x , x ; Q but x x y x x / 0. Then1 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 1
 .ty1 w xV x , x corresponds to a line module, so by 11, Proposition 2.8 and1 2
Corollary 1.6, there exist x , x g R such that xt x s xt x . By choice of3 4 1 1 4 2 3
x , x , we have x f kx and x f kx . It follows that xt x y xt x van-1 2 4 2 3 1 1 4 2 3
 .ishes on G Q , so the commutative polynomial x x y x x vanishes ont 1 4 2 3
Q. Since Q is nonsingular and irreducible, we have x , . . . , x are linearly1 4
 .  . w xindependent and Q s V x x y x x . Thus V x , x ; Q, so by 111 4 2 3 3 4
 .there exist unique elements a, b g R up to scalar multiples such that1
ax s bx in R. It follows that a g kxt and b g kxt so that xt x y xt x4 3 1 2 3 4 4 3
t t  ./ 0 and so is a multiple of x x y x x since both are a multiple of V .1 2 2 1
 .By rescaling x , . . . , x if necessary we may assume Q s V x x y x x ,1 4 1 4 2 3
 . t t t t t tand in R x x s x x and x x y x x s x x y x x .1 4 2 3 3 4 4 3 1 2 2 1
 .  .t For all d g k, we have V x q d x , x q d x ; Q and x q d x x1 2 3 4 1 2 3
.  .t  .q d x y x q d x x q d x s e V for some e g k, where e depends4 3 4 1 2
on d . Either e ' 0 or e is a quadratic polynomial in d , so there exists at
least one value of d such that e s 0. For such a value of d we may replace
x q d x by a new x and x q d x by a new x , to yield xt x s xt x .1 2 1 3 4 3 1 3 3 1
 .Moreover with this new choice of x , x we still have Q s V x x y x x1 3 1 4 2 3
 . t t t t t tand in R x x s x x and x x y x x s x x y x x . It follows from1 4 2 3 3 4 4 3 1 2 2 1
w x t t t t t t11 that x x y x x / 0 and x x y x x / 0 which gives x x y x x1 4 3 2 2 3 4 1 2 3 3 2
t t/ 0 and x x y x x / 0. The result follows.1 4 4 1
Recall Definitions 1.3 and 1.4.
! !  : ! HLEMMA 3.2. We ha¨e R ( S r v where v g S , v g W , and v ? V2
s 1. The element v is normal and 1-regular in S!.
Proof. The first statement holds by definition of R! and S!. The second
w xis 16, Lemma 2.5 since V is normal and regular in R.
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 3.   U ..If c g Aut P s Aut P V , then c may be viewed as an automor-
 .  U .phism of both T V and T V in the obvious way. It follows that c is an
 .automorphism of R respectively, S if and only if c is an automorphism
!  !.of R respectively, S . This proves part of the next lemma.
 .  !.LEMMA 3.3. a If c g Aut S , then c (t g kt (c .
 .  !.  :b If c g Aut S and if S s Ar V where A is any quadratic
 . c =algebra and V g A , then c g Aut A if and only if v g k v where2
! !  :A s S r v .
 !.  .Proof. If c g Aut S , then c g Aut S and S is determined by the
 .geometric data Q, t . By Lemma 2.12, c and t commute on Q and,
3hence, on P .
!  !.By Lemma 3.2, v is normal in S , so it determines a map u g Aut S by
u !  !. uv a s a v for all a g S . Since u g Aut S and v s v, we have u (t g
 .kt (u and u g Aut R by Lemma 3.3. The element v and the map u are
crucial to the analysis in Section 4.
We next give an explicit description of v and u . Let x , . . . , x be the1 4
 .generators of R from Lemma 3.1 so that Q s V x x y x x and let1 4 2 3
h , . . . , h be a dual basis to x , . . . , x . Then the defining relations of S1 4 1 4
are
xt x s xt x , xt x s xt x , xt x s xt x , xt x s xt x ,1 2 2 1 2 3 3 2 3 4 4 3 1 4 2 3
xt x s xt x , xt x s xt x , xt x s xt x ,1 3 3 1 2 4 4 2 1 4 4 1
and the defining relations of S! are
ht
y1
h s 0, hty1h s 0, hty1h s yhty1h , hty1h s yhty1h ,1 1 3 3 2 1 1 2 2 4 4 2
ht
y1
h s 0, hty1h s 0, hty1h s yhty1h , hty1h s yhty1h ,2 2 4 4 3 1 1 3 3 4 4 3
ht
y1
h q hty1h q hty1h q hty1h s 0,4 1 1 4 2 3 3 2
 !.  .and t g Aut S since t g Aut S . With these defining relations and those
in Lemma 3.1, it follows that
v s hty1h q hty1h q ahty1h q bhty1h q ghty1h ,4 3 2 1 4 1 3 2 4 2
up to a scalar multiple.
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y2 LEMMA 3.4. We ha¨e u s F(t where with respect to the basis
.h , . . . , h F is determined up to a scalar multiple by the matrix1 4
0 0 l 03
y10 0 l gb l3 4
,
l b 0 l a y b 0 .1 3
y1l g l l a y b gb l a y b .  .1 2 3 4
where l g k= for i s 1, . . . , 4.i
Proof. Since vh s huv, it follows that 0 s vh ht s huvht since t gi i i i i i
 !. tAut S . To prove the result, compute vh for each i, and find whichi
element of degree one multiplies it on the left to give zero.
 .  .LEMMA 3.5. We ha¨e a s b or a , b s 1, y1 . Moreo¨er, l s2
yl a , l s yl b , and l s l a .1 3 1 4 1
Proof. Since vh s huv, we may use u to rewrite the right hand side.i i
This yields four expressions for v,
v s l bhty2hty1 q abhty2hty1 y ghty2hty1 q ahty1 1 . .1 3 2 3 4 2 4 1
v s l yhty2hty1 y bhty2hty1 q bhty1 2 . .2 4 1 3 4 2
v s l hty2hty1 q a y b hty2hty1 q gby1hty2hty1 y ahty2hty1 q chty1 . .3 1 4 4 1 2 4 1 2 3
3 .
v s l yhty2hty1 q b a y b hty2hty1 q bhty2hty1 q dhty1 4 .  . .4 2 3 3 2 1 2 4
where a, . . . , d g S!. The elements hty2hty1, hty2hty1, hty2hty1, hty2hty1 are1 1 4 4 1 3 2 2 3
linearly dependent, so we may eliminate ht
y2
ht
y1
from the expressions for2 3
v and equate the coefficients of the corresponding terms.
The coefficients of ht
y2
ht
y1
and ht
y2
ht
y1
imply that l s yl a and3 4 1 2 2 1
y1  . ty2 ty1 ty2 ty1l s yab l . In 3 , the coefficients of h h and h h are equal,4 3 2 3 1 4
 . ty2 ty1  .  .and similarly for 4 , so the coefficient of h h in 1 and 3 gives3 2
ty2 ty1  .  .l s yl b. Moreover the coefficients of h h in 3 and 4 , and of3 1 3 2
ty2 ty1  .  .h h in 2 and 3 , imply respectively that4 1
a q by1 a y b s 0 and 1 q b a y b s 0, .  .  . .
which completes the proof.
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 .COROLLARY 3.6. a If a s b , then
v g k= hty2hty1 q hty2hty1 y ay1hty2hty1 y ay1hty2hty1 y gay2hty2hty1 , .4 3 2 1 4 1 3 2 4 2
 .  .but if a , b s 1, y1 , then
v g k= hty2hty1 q hty2hty1 q hty2hty1 y hty2hty1 q ghty2hty1 . .4 3 2 1 4 1 3 2 4 2
t’ .  .  .b If a s b s " y 1 or if a , b s 1, y1 , then v g kv and
 .t g Aut R .
 .Proof. Part a follows from the proof of Lemma 3.5. The first part of
 .b is a computation and yields the second part by Lemma 3.3.
 . 2We will show in Section 4 that if P s Q, then t f Aut R but t g
 .Aut R .
4. THE REGULAR ALGEBRAS R WHOSE POINT
SCHEME IS THE QUADRIC Q
Throughout this section, we assume P s Q, and the symbol R is
reserved for a regular algebra satisfying the hypotheses of Subsection 1.1.
This section is in three parts. In Subsection 4.1 we show that, unlike the
P / Q case, there are no normal elements in R nor is t an automorphism1
 .of R see Lemma 4.1 and Proposition 4.2 . As such, the techniques of
Section 2, which were used to classify R in the P / Q case, cannot be
applied if P s Q. Instead, in Subsection 4.2, we use the material from
Section 3 on the Koszul duals of R and S to give defining relations for R
which depend on t , and we find necessary conditions on t . In Subsection
4.3, we show that any algebra which satisfies such relations with the
.necessary conditions on t twists by a twisting system to one particular
algebra. Our main theorem is Theorem 4.13 which gives a classification of
the algebras R where P s Q.
4.1. No Normal Elements in R of Degree One
LEMMA 4.1. If the point scheme P is the quadric Q, then R has no normal
elements in R .1
Proof. Suppose x g R is normal in R. Then RrRx is an algebra on1
three generators with three quadratic defining relations, so its point
scheme is either P2 or the zero locus of a nonzero homogeneous cubic
polynomial. On the other hand, the point scheme of RrRx is the intersec-
 .tion of the plane V x with the scheme P. Since P s Q, this intersection
 .is a possibly degenerate conic, which is a contradiction.
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We thank M. Van den Bergh for suggesting the use of derivations in the
proof of the following result.
PROPOSITION 4.2. If the point scheme P is the quadric Q, then R is not a
twist by an automorphism of a regular algebra that maps onto the homoge-
 .neous coordinate ring S Q of Q.
Proof. Suppose P s Q. If the result is false, then there exists a regular
X  .algebra R of global dimension four which maps onto S Q and has
 .  .y4 XHilbert series H t s 1 y t . The automorphism t of Q associatedR
X. Xto R is the identity. We will first show that for such R , the normal
element V is central.
Since P / P3, and t s identity, we may assume RX has generators
y , . . . , y such that1 4
y y s y y , y y s y y , y y y y y s V .3 1 1 3 3 2 2 3 1 2 2 1
Since P s Q, the element y is not normal, by Lemma 4.1. Thus we may3
write V s y y y y y . It follows that we may assume that five of the six4 3 3 4
defining relations of RX have the form,
y y s y y , y y y y y s y y y y y ,3 1 1 3 4 3 3 4 1 2 2 1
y y s y y , y y y y y s m y y y y y , .3 2 2 3 4 1 1 4 1 2 2 1
y y y y y s n y y y y y , .4 2 2 4 1 2 2 1
where m, n g k. A computation yields V is central in RX.
X X X  . y1 .Fix z g R , and define D : R ª R by D a s V za y az . Since V1 z z
X X  .is central, D is a derivation of R and so induces a derivation D of S Q .z z
 .Since there are no nontrivial derivations of degree y1 of S Q , it follows
X X  .that D ' 0. In particular, D y s 0 for all i, and similarly for D . Hencez z i z
XR is commutative, which contradicts the assumption that P s Q.
The proof of Proposition 4.2 shows that R is also not a twist by a
 .twisting system of a regular algebra that maps onto S Q .
 .COROLLARY 4.3. If P s Q, then t f Aut R .
 . y1Proof. If t g Aut R , then it is possible to twist R by t to an algebra
 .which satisfies the same hypotheses but maps onto S Q . This is not
possible by Proposition 4.2.
These last few results demonstrate that different techniques to those
used in Section 2 need to be employed to deal with the case P s Q.
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4.2. Restrictions on the Map t
By Corollaries 3.6 and 4.3, we may assume that if P s Q, then a s b /
’" y 1 in Lemma 3.1. We may also assume that g s 0 in Lemma 3.1 by
 .y1  .y1taking x , x y g 2a x , x , x y g 2a x as generators of R. This1 2 1 3 4 3
proves the next lemma.
LEMMA 4.4. If P s Q, then there is a choice of generators x , . . . , x for1 4
R such that the defining relations of R may be written
xt x s xt x , xt x y xt x s xt x y xt x ,1 4 2 3 3 4 4 3 1 2 2 1
xt x s xt x , xt x y xt x s a xt x y xt x , .1 3 3 1 1 4 4 1 1 2 2 1
xt x s xt x , xt x y xt x s a xt x y xt x , .2 4 4 2 2 3 3 2 1 2 2 1
 2 . t twhere a g k, a a q 1 / 0. We may take V s x x y x x and Q s2 1 1 2
 .V x x y x x .1 4 2 3
As in Section 3 we take a basis h , . . . , h dual to the basis x , . . . , x . It1 4 1 4
 . !follows from Corollary 3.6 a that in S we have
v s hty1h q hty1h q ahty1h q ahty1h4 3 2 1 4 1 3 2
g k= hty2hty1 q hty2hty1 y ay1hty2hty1 y ay1hty2hty1 ) . .4 3 2 1 4 1 3 2
 !. = y2and the map u g Aut S determined by v is given by u g k f (t
 .where with respect to the basis h , . . . , h f is given by the matrix1 4
0 0 y1 0
0 0 0 1
f s .
1 0 0 0
0 y1 0 0
 .Recall from Section 3 that u (t g kt (u and u g Aut R .
2  .LEMMA 4.5. We ha¨e f and t g Aut R , t (u s "u (t , and t (f s
"f (t .
Proof. Since u (t g kt (u , we have ty1 (f s df (ty1 for some d g k.
Then
v f s d h fty1h f q h fty1h f q ah fty1h f q ah fty1h f s ydv . .4 3 2 1 4 1 3 2
 . 2  .It follows by Lemma 3.3 that f g Aut R , so t g Aut R also.
From the definition of u we have vt
2
at
2 s aut 2vt 2 for all a g S!.
2  !. t 2 = t 2 ut 2However, t g Aut R , so v g k v, which implies v a s a v for all
!  ut 2 t 2 u . 2 2a g S , whence a y a v s 0. Thus t (u s u (t since v is 1-regu-
=lar by Lemma 3.2. The result follows since u (t g k t (u .
 .Using the second way ) to write v, the next result is immediate.
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LEMMA 4.6. Using the generators and relations for R gi¨ en in Lemma 4.4,
we ha¨e the following alternati¨ e defining relations for R:
xt
2
xt s xt 2xt , xt 2xt y xt 2xt s xt 2xt y xt 2xt ,1 4 2 3 3 4 4 3 1 2 2 1
xt
2
xt s xt 2xt , xt 2xt y xt 2xt s yay1 xt 2xt y xt 2xt , .1 3 3 1 1 4 4 1 1 2 2 1
xt
2
xt s xt 2xt , xt 2xt y xt 2xt s yay1 xt 2xt y xt 2xt . .2 4 4 2 2 3 3 2 1 2 2 1
= t 2 t t 2 t .Moreo¨er, V g k x x y x x .2 1 1 2
To pass from the defining relations for R in Lemma 4.4 to those in
Lemma 4.6, we change a to yay1. Applying the same rule again, gives
y1  y1 .y1 2  .ya ª y ya s a , which agrees with t g Aut R . By using the
two expressions for V from Lemma 4.4 and Lemma 4.6 and fixing a
.choice of representative of t , we find
xt
2
V s ylV x , xt 2V s lV x ,1 3 2 4
xt
2
V s lV x , xt 2V s ylV x3 1 4 2
=  4  4for some l g k . Since x , . . . , x and h , . . . , h are dual bases, it1 4 1 4
follows that aV s V au for all a g R.
According to Lemma 4.5, the next result is a first attempt at determining
which t arise.
 .LEMMA 4.7. The map f has two nonintersecting lines l , l of fixed1 2
3  .points in P , and each l meets Q in two distinct points. If c g Aut Q , theni
 .c (f s "f (c if and only if c l j l s l j l . In this case, c is gi¨ en1 2 1 2
 .with respect to the basis h , . . . , h by one of the following matrices in1 4
 .GL k ,4
a 0 .c 0 0 a 0 "c
0 b 0 .d b 0 "d 0= =c g k or c g k ,
c 0 "a 0 0 c 0 .a
0 d 0 "b d 0 .b 0
1 .
where ad s bc and ab q cd / 0, or
a b "ia "ib
c d .ic .id=c g k , 2 .yia ib "a .b
yic id .c "d
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2  .  .where ad s bc and i s y1. In 1 , c preser¨ es the rules on Q, but in 2 , c
interchanges the rulings.
By Corollary 3.6 we know that the element
vX s ty2 h ht q h ht y ay1h ht y ay1h ht .4 3 2 1 4 1 3 2
is a nonzero scalar multiple of v. We use this fact combined with Lemma
4.7 to impose necessary conditions on t in order to find which algebras,
with defining relations given by those in Lemma 4.4, are regular.
w xPROPOSITION 4.8. Let A s k x , . . . , x be a k-algebra with defining1 4
 2 .  .relations gi¨ en by those in Lemma 4.4 where a a q 1 / 0, t g Aut Q ,
2  . t tand t (f s "f (t . Then t g Aut A and V s x x y x x is normal in2 1 1 2
A. Moreo¨er, vX g k=v and v is normal in S! if and only if either
 .a t interchanges the rulings on Q and commutes with f, or
 . 2b t preser¨ es the rulings on Q, t (f s yf (t , and a s 1.
 .  .If a or b hold, then A also has defining relations gi¨ en by those in Lemma
= t 2 t t 2 t . = y24.6, V g k x x y x x , and is 1-regular, and u g k f (t is deter-2 1 1 2
mined on A by aV s V au for all a g A .1
Proof. Although A is conceivably not regular, Lemma 1.5 and Lemma
! !  : !3.3 still apply so V is normal and A s S r v where v g S is 1-regular2
 .  .but v may not be normal . Since t g Aut Q , it is an automorphism of S
and S!, so it suffices to prove vt
2 g k=v . By hypothesis t (f s "f (t , so
t 2 preserves the rulings on Q and commutes with f. Hence t 2 may be
 .  .represented by a matrix in 1 of Lemma 4.7 with upper sign , and
computing vt
2
with such a matrix gives vt
2 g k=v . Moreover, v a s
 X.t 2 !b v where a, b g S , and a computation with the matrices in Lemma1
X =  .  .4.7 yields v g k v if and only if a or b hold. In this situation, V is
w x f =  .1-regular by 16, Lemma 2.5 , and since v g k v, we have f g Aut A
 .by Lemma 3.3, so u g Aut A too.
Some of the algebras determined by the hypotheses of Proposition 4.8
 . w xtogether with condition b were found in 21 . We will prove in the next
subsection that if the hypotheses of Proposition 4.8 are satisfied including
 .  ..conditions a or b then such an algebra satisfies the hypotheses given in
Subsection 1.1 for our algebras R and hence classify all such R with
 .P s Q. The algebras determined by condition a have not appeared
w xelsewhere; in particular, they did not arise in 21 since the map t
interchanges the rulings on Q.
LEMMA 4.9. If A satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 4.8, including
 .  . !  .  .4!conditions a or b , then v is regular in S and H x s 1 q x .A
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X =  .!Proof. By Proposition 4.8, v is normal and v g k v. Since H x sS
 .y1 .3  .  .4!1 y x 1 q x , it follows that H x G 1 q x , with equality holdingA
if and only if v is regular in S!. On the other hand, a basis of S! consists of
 .at most monomials of the form
i ii i2 3 m 2 3 m2 23 3n i t t t t n i t t t t1 1t h h h h ??? h and t h h h h ??? h .  . .  .1 2 3 2 4 1 3 2 3 4 /  /
 4 !  .for all n g Z where i , i , i g 0, 1 , and in passing to A we may at least1 2 3
2 n t . 2 n t t 2 . eliminate multiples of t h h and t h h for all n g Z since2 3 2 3
X !.  .  .4!v s v s 0 in A . It follows that H x F 1 q x , which completes theA
proof.
4.3. Classification of the Algebras R with Point Scheme P s Q
w xWe use the notion of a twisting system introduced in 23 to twist an
 .  .algebra given by a or b in Proposition 4.8 to an algebra which is more
amenable to study.
[w xDEFINITION 4.10 23 . Let A s A be a Z-graded k-algebra. Ang Z n
 4set t : n g Z of graded k-linear bijections of A is called a twistingn
  ..  .  .system of A if t yt z s t y t z or, equivalently, ifn m n nqm
t yz s t y t ty1 z .  .  .n n nqm m
 .for all y g A , z g A . The binary map ) defined by y) z s yt z for allm i m
y g A , z g A defines a new graded, associative multiplication ) onm i[ A giving an algebra called the twist of A by the twisting systemng Z n
 4 w xt . It is proved in 23 that regularity, Hilbert series, the property of beingn
Koszul, etc., are invariant properties under twisting.
 4Remark 4.11. In the case of our quadratic algebras R, suppose t is an
 .twisting system of R where t g Aut Q and let t s t (t on Q. Then, for1 1
example, x ) x ty1 s x x ty1 t1 s x xty1 s x xty1 s x ) x ty1 and similarly for1 3 1 3 1 3 3 1 3 1
 4the other five relations of R, so that the twist of R by t has pointn
 .  .scheme Q, t s Q, t (t and the parameter a is unchanged.1
 .  .  :Henceforth, let A a , t s T V r W denote an algebra whose defin-
ing relations are given by those in Lemma 4.4. The twisting system given in
the proof of the following result is the simplest one we could find to twist
our candidates for R to one particular algebra.
 2 .PROPOSITION 4.12. Suppose that a a q 1 / 0. If either
 .a t interchanges the rulings on Q and commutes with f, or
 . 2b t preser¨ es the rulings on Q, t (f s yf (t , and a s 1,
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 .  .  .then A a , t twists by a twisting system to an algebra A a , t where t g Aut Q
has matrix representati¨ e
1 1 i i
1 1 1 yi yit s yi i 1 y12
yi i y1 1
 . 2with respect to the basis h , . . . , h where i s y1.1 4
Proof. Notice that t 2 s 1 and t(f s f ( t. We define a potential
 .twisting system of A a , t as follows. Let
tyn if n g 2Z
t s ynq1n  t ( t if n g 2Z q 1,1
 .  .where t : A a , t ª A a , t is the linear map given by1 m m
t a ??? a s atty1at  tty1 .ty1 ??? at my 1 tty1 .ty my1. , .1 1 m 1 2 m
 . 2where a g A a , t for all i. By Proposition 4.8, we have t gi 1
  ..Aut A a , t , so to prove that t is well defined, it suffices to prove that tn 1
 .is well defined. Viewing t as a linear map on T V , we have that t is1 1
bijective, and since t 2 s 1 we have
Xi yi i j  4V t t t ab V if i g 2N j 0 . . 1 .1i jt V abV ; . X1 i yiy1 y1 iy1 j 2 .V t t t ab V if i g 2N y 1, . .1
 .  .for all a, b g T V , for all j g N. Thus it suffices to prove t W s W,1 1
 2 . .  2 . . tt t twhich is equivalent to proving t ( t W s W. But t ( t ab s a b ,1 1
2  t t . 2  t t .  .so t ( t x x y x x and t ( t x x y x x vanish on G Q for all i, j.1 1 4 2 3 1 i j j i t
It follows that t 2 ( t maps S to S and also S! to S! and is defined on S!1 2 2 2 2 2
 2 . X. t t X . tt X !by t ( t hh s h h for all h, h g S . A computation shows that1 1
 2 . . = X X =t ( t v g k v , and v g k v by Proposition 4.8. It follows that1
 .t W s W.1
 4To show that t is a twisting system we need to check thatn
t ab s t a t ty1 b .  .  .n n nqm m
 .  . 2for all a g A a , t , b g A a , t . This is trivial if n g 2Z since t gm i
  ..Aut A a , t , so we will assume n g 2Z q 1. If m g 2Z, then
t a t ty1 b s tynq1 t a tym t t m b .  .  .  . .n nqm m 1 1
s tynq1 t ab .1
s t ab , .n
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 .Xwhere the second equality follows from 1 . If m g 2Z q 1, then
t a t ty1 b s tynq1 t a tym y1 ty1t my 1 b .  .  .  . .n nqm m 1 1
s t ab .n
 .Xas before by using 2 .
As an automorphism of Q, we have t s t(ty1, so t (t s t. It follows1 1
 .  4  .from Remark 4.11 that the twist of A a , t by t is A a , t .n
 . w xA study of A a , t will follow in 22 where t is the map given in
w x  .Proposition 4.12. In particular, it is shown in 22 that A a , t is a finite
module over its centre and has no normal elements of odd degree.
 .Moreover, the map t has four eigenvectors in A a , t , the squares of1
 .which are central elements. At this stage, it is conceivable that A a , t is
not regular for generic values of a , so that no such R with P s Q exists;
fortunately, our next result proves it is regular.
THEOREM 4.13. The regular algebra R whose point scheme P is the
 . w xquadric Q is isomorphic to the algebra A a , t s k x , . . . , x with defining1 4
relations
xt x s xt x , xt x y xt x s xt x y xt x ,1 4 2 3 3 4 4 3 1 2 2 1
xt x s xt x , xt x y xt x s a xt x y xt x , .1 3 3 1 1 4 4 1 1 2 2 1
xt x s xt x , xt x y xt x s a xt x y xt x , .2 4 4 2 2 3 3 2 1 2 2 1
 2 .  .where a g k, a a q 1 / 0, and with respect to the basis h dual to the xi i
 .t g Aut Q is gi¨ en by either
a b ia ib
c d yic yid=a t g k , . yia ib a yb
yic id yc d
where i2 s y1 and a, . . . , d g k with ad s bc, or
a 0 c 0 0 a 0 yc
0 b 0 d b 0 yd 0= =b t g k or t g k .
c 0 ya 0 0 c 0 a
0 d 0 yb d 0 b 0
pro¨iding a 2 s 1, where a, . . . , d g k with ad s bc and ab q cd / 0.
 .For both types of t , we ha¨e Q s V x x y x x .1 4 2 3
 .  .  .Con¨ersely, such an A a , t which satisfies a or b is a regular algebra R
satisfying the conditions of Subsection 1.1 and has point scheme equal to the
quadric Q.
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Proof. The first statement follows from Lemma 4.4, Lemma 4.7, and
Proposition 4.8. To prove the converse, it suffices by Proposition 4.12 and
w x.  .23 to prove regularity and Hilbert series of only one A a , t in the
 .statement; we use an A a , t in which V is central.
 .  .Let A s A a , T where with respect to the basis h , . . . , h the map T1 4
has representative
1 1 i i
y1 y1 i iT s yi i 1 y1
i yi 1 y1
 2 .  .and assume a a q 1 / 0. Thus, T determines a matrix from a in the
statement. With this choice of representative for T , we have T 2 s y4 if
y2 2 = and u s lf (T s lir4 where i s y1 and l g k l depends on the
. Xchoice of matrix representing T . It follows that v s 4 iav and so
vhT s y4 ihTy1 v. Thus, hu s y4 ihTy2 s hyf s h . But u is a scalar1 3 1 3 3 1
multiple of the identity, hence u s 1 and V is central in A.
! !  : w x  .It follows that A s S r v where v is central. By 14 , S Q is a Koszul
!  w x.algebra, so S and S are also by 23 . Since v is regular by Lemma 4.9,
w x ! !  : !we may apply 14 to A s S r v to conclude that A , and hence A, is a
 .  .  .!Koszul algebra. Then H x is given by the formula H x H yx s 1,A A A
 .  .y4 w xso by Lemma 4.9, H x s 1 y x , and V is regular in A. By 10 , itA
 .follows that A is Auslander]Gorenstein hence Gorenstein , so to prove
 .regularity of A it suffices to prove gldim A s 4. Since A is a Koszul
 .  .4!algebra and H x s 1 q x , the trivial module k s ArAx q ??? qAxA 1 4
 .  .has a minimal free resolution of length four, so gldim A s 4. Hence,
the point scheme of A is well defined by Theorem 1.10, and the conditions
 .on a guarantee that T f Aut A , so the point scheme of A is Q.
 .The line modules over the algebras R s A a , t in Theorem 4.13 will be
w x w xclassified in 22 . By 11 , the isomorphism classes of left line modules are
in one-to-one correspondence with the isomorphism classes of right line
modules. However, in contrast with the case P / Q and other examples
 w xsuch as the Sklyanin algebra 11 and homogenizations of enveloping
w x. 3algebras 7, 9 , it is possible for a line in P which corresponds to a left
line module over R not to correspond to a right line module. For example,
w x  .by Lemma 4.4 and 11 , the line l s V x y a x , x o Q corresponds to4 2 1
a left line module, but by Lemma 4.6 it does not correspond to a right line
2  y1 . .module since a / y1 but t l does . This suggests that the algebras
R, which are not determined by their point scheme, are perhaps ``de-
termined'' by their line modules and associated automorphism their ``line
.scheme'' .
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